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Electrostatic solitary waves (ESWs) have been observed in the Earth’s magnetosphere, solar wind,

lunar wake, and also in other planetary magnetospheres. The observed characteristics of the ESWs

have been interpreted in terms of models based either on Bernstein-Green-Kruskal (BGK) modes/

phase space holes or ion- and electron-acoustic solitons. However, the space community has

favored the models based on BGK modes/phase space holes. In this review, current understanding

of the fluid models for ion-and electron-acoustic solitons and double layers in multi-component

plasmas is presented. The relationship between the theoretical models and space observations of

ESWs is emphasized. Two specific applications of ion- and electron-acoustic solitons to the occur-

rence of weak double layers and coherent electrostatic waves in the solar wind and the lunar wake

are discussed by comparing the observations and theoretical predictions. It is concluded that mod-

els based on ion- and electron-acoustic solitons/double layers provide a plausible interpretation for

the ESWs observed in space plasmas. Published by AIP Publishing.
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5033498

I. INTRODUCTION

Broadband electrostatic noise (BEN), having frequencies

in the range of ion cyclotron frequency and local electron

plasma frequency (or even above), has been generally

recorded in every magnetosphere flow boundary where space-

craft wave measurements have been made to date. For exam-

ple, BEN has been observed at the magnetopause,1 in the

neutral sheet,2 plasma sheet boundary layer (PSBL),3 magne-

totail,4,5 polar cap boundary layer (PCBL),6 bow-shock,7,8

magnetosheath,9,10 and on cusp and auroral zone field lines at

various altitudes.4,11–16 BEN is usually associated with ion

and/or electron beams, and its spectrum follows a power law.

Eastman et al.17 have suggested that BEN could be the source

of hot ions in the central plasma sheet (CPS).

Figure 1 shows plasma wave electric and magnetic field

data at the magnetopause from the International Sun-Earth

Explorer 1 (ISEE-1) on November 10, 1977, as reported for

the first time by Gurnett et al.1 The electric field sensors cov-

ered the frequency range from 5.6 Hz to 311 kHz, and the

magnetic field sensors covered the frequency range from

5.6 Hz to 3.11 kHz. The locations of the bow shock and the

magnetopause (both inbound and outbound) are marked by

the vertical dashed lines in the figure. It is seen from Fig. 1

that maximum intensities of the plasma waves usually occur

at the magnetopause. Gurnett et al.1 observed that electric

(E) waves extend over a wide range from 5.6 Hz to 100 kHz

and their spectra follow a f�2.2 power law. The magnetic (B)

waves, however, extend from 5.6 Hz to 1 kHz, and they had

a f�3.3 power law spectrum. The frequency dependence and

the amplitude ratio of wave magnetic to electric field, i.e., B/

E ratio, suggest that the waves are most likely a mixture of

electrostatic and electromagnetic (whistler) modes.1,18

Figure 2 shows a frequency-time color spectrogram of the

polar cap boundary layer (PCBL) wave from the polar plasma

wave multichannel analyzer data obtained on April 7, 1996. The

Polar spacecraft orbit has an inclination of 86� with an apogee of

�9 RE and a perigee of �1.8 RE and covers the noon-midnight

sector.6 Here, RE stands for the Earth’s radius. The plot shown in

Fig. 2 covers 24 h (horizontal axis) and a frequency range of

5 Hz to 311 kHz (vertical axis). The electric field (E) power spec-

tral density is plotted according to the color bar to the right of

the spectrogram. The universal time (UT), radial distance from

the center of the earth (RE), magnetic latitude (M), magnetic

local time (MLT), and approximate L shell value are shown at

the bottom of the plot. In Fig. 2, the wave intervals of interest

are indicated by two sets of arrows along the time axis and are

labeled as “Dayside PCBL” and “Nightside PCBL.” Since the

intervals of intense broadband plasma waves are found to bind

magnetic fields that map into the polar cap region, hence the

name PCBL waves. The PCBL waves are characterized by

bursts of “turbulence” covering a broad frequency range extend-

ing from f< 101 to 2� 104 Hz as seen from Fig. 2. The mag-

netic field spectrum for these waves shows similar bursts (see

Ref. 6). The region of intense PCBL waves maps to the low lati-

tude boundary layer. Further, the PCBL waves are spiky and

their frequency dependence and intensities are quite similar to

those detected at or near the magnetopause.1,19

Figure 3 shows the first observation of double layers

(DL) and solitary waves (SW) having electric field compo-

nent parallel to the magnetic field, occurring in the auroral

acceleration region between 6000 and 8000 km altitude,

reported by Temerin et al.20 from the S3-3 spacecraft. Three

components of the electric field in the magnetic field-aligned
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coordinates for two events 2 s apart are shown in this figure.

The examples of DL and SW in the parallel electric field

component are marked with negative electric field pointing

out of the ionosphere in both the panels. The parallel electric

fields are typically �10 mV m�1 with durations of a few ms.

The perpendicular electric field components show the pres-

ence of electrostatic ion-cyclotron (EIC) waves at a fre-

quency of �140 Hz. The two examples shown in Fig. 3 form

a small portion of �400 double layers and solitary waves

observed in the 45 s interval that coincided with a region of

FIG. 1. The plasma wave electric and

magnetic field data from ISEE 1 for a

representative pass through the magneto-

sphere. The enhanced electric and mag-

netic field intensities at the inbound and

outbound magnetopause crossing are

clearly evident. Reprinted with permis-

sion from Gurnett et al., J. Geophys. Res.

84(A12), 7043–7058 (1979). Copyright

John Wiley and Sons.1

FIG. 2. Color spectrogram of wave

electric field from �101 to 105 Hz and

above. The boundary layer waves are

indicated by arrows. In between the two

boundary layers (dayside and nightside)

crossings is the polar cap (quiet wave

region). Reprinted with permission

from Tsurutani et al., J. Geophys.

Res. 103(A8), 17351–17366 (1988).

Copyright 1988 John Wiley and Sons.6
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up-going ion beams and enhanced loss-cones in �0.5 keV

electrons. These particle signatures point toward the pres-

ence of 0.5 kV potential drops below the S3-3 spacecraft.

The S3-3 observations of DL and SWs20 were followed by

the Viking observations by Bostr€om et al.21 and Koskinen

et al.22 The electrostatic solitary structures observed by S3-3

and Viking were interpreted as ion holes as they carried neg-

ative potentials and propagated along the magnetic field with

speeds, �5 to �50 km s�1, which are of the order of ion

acoustic or ion beam speeds. The parallel electric field

amplitudes were typically �15–20 mV m�1 with pulse dura-

tions of �2–20 ms. These earlier observations of solitary

waves and double layers on the auroral field lines, coming

from the analysis of waveform data, could not establish any

link between the solitary waves and BEN as the data were

not presented in the spectral form.

The first compelling observational breakthrough linking

the observed solitary waves and BEN came from Geotail

waveform capture data in the distant magnetotail. Matsumoto

et al.23 were the first to report the presence of solitary wave

structures having positive potential in the plasma sheet bound-

ary layer (PSBL) from the analysis of the Geotail Plasma

Wave Instrument waveform data.

Figure 4 shows the frequency-time spectrogram of broad-

band electrostatic noise (BEN) observed in the PSBL at (–118

RE, 4.3 RE, 0.7 RE) on April 1, 1993. The coordinates are in

Geocentric solar magnetospheric (GSM) system. It is seen

that intense BEN spectra extend all the way to the electron

plasma frequency fpe � 2 kHz. The bottom panel shows wave-

forms observed by the wave form capture (WFC) receiver at

13:55:43.241 UT. The observed waveforms, detected by the

two orthogonally crossed set of electric field antennas, EU

and EV, contain coherent structures with pulse widths of

�2 ms. Matsumoto et al.23 named these isolated pulse wave-

forms as electrostatic solitary waves (ESWs). Matsumoto

et al.23 showed that most of the BEN in the PSBL region is

not continuous broadband noise but is composed of a series of

ESWs in the form of a bipolar pulse, i.e., a half sinusoid-like

cycle followed by a similar half cycle having opposite sign.

They showed that the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the

bipolar pulses produces the observed BEN frequency spectra

which has been reported by Scarf et al.2 and Gurnett et al.3 in

the PSBL. Various earlier theories of BEN and its association

with ESWs are reviewed by Lakhina et al.18,25

Since the geotail observations, similar ESWs have been

observed in various regions of the Earth’s magnetosphere

and in the solar wind by many researchers using waveform

data from FAST, Polar, WIND, Cluster, THEMIS, and Van

Allen Probes spacecraft. For example, ESWs have been

observed in the high-altitude polar magnetosphere, including

the polar cap boundary layer (PCBL),26–33 in the auroral

acceleration region,15,34–37 the magnetosheath,10,38–40 the

plasma sheet,41 the reconnection regions at the dayside mag-

netopause,42 the magnetotail,43–46 the Earth’s foreshock and

FIG. 3. Two perpendicular and one parallel electric field components in

magnetic field-aligned coordinates for two events (top and bottom panels)

that occurred 2 s apart. The data were acquired on August 11, 1976 when

S3-3 was at an altitude of 6030 km, an invariant latitude of 74.1�, and a mag-

netic local time of 15.74 h. Examples of double layers (DLs), solitary waves

(SWs), and electrostatic ion-cyclotron (EIC) waves are marked. Reprinted

with permission from Temerin et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 48, 1175 (1982).

Copyright 1982 American Physical Society.20

FIG. 4. Typical frequency-time spectrogram of the BEN in the plasma sheet

boundary layer and the corresponding ESW waveforms in the time domain

observed by GEOTAIL. Reprinted with permission from Kojima et al., Adv.

Space Res. 23, 1689–1697 (1999). Copyright 1999 Elsevier.24
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bow shock region,47–49 the outer radiation belts,50,51 the solar

wind,52,53 and the lunar wake.54 The electrostatic solitary

structures are found in the electric field parallel to the back-

ground magnetic field and are usually bipolar, sometimes

monopolar or tripolar. The electrostatic solitary structures

can have either negative (ion holes) or positive (electron

holes) potentials, and their electric field amplitudes decrease

with distance from the Earth, i.e., from �100 mV m�1 in the

auroral region to fraction of a mV m�1 in the PSBL and

magnetosheath regions.15,23,35,38,40,55–57 However, the veloci-

ties and parallel scale sizes of ESWs are generally found to

increase with the distance from the Earth. For example, the field-

aligned velocities of ESWs may vary from �a few 100s km s�1

to a few 10 000s km s�1, and their parallel scale sizes can vary

from �100 m to tens of kilometer, as one goes from the auroral

region to the plasma sheet boundary layer.29,55 The ESWs are

roughly of spherical shape when R ¼ fce/fpe > 1, and their

shapes become more oblate (with the perpendicular scale larger

than the parallel scale) as R decreases to less than 1.58 Here, fce

and fpe are the electron cyclotron frequency and the electron

plasma frequency, respectively. Further, generally the ESWs

observed by spacecraft are characterized by an amplitude-width

relationship where the amplitude of the electrostatic potential of

the solitary wave tends to increase with its width.35,40,56

II. MODELS FOR THE ESWs

The ESWs are found in different regions of the magne-

tosphere and in the solar wind. The ESWs are responsible for

the broadband electrostatic noise (BEN) or the electrostatic

turbulence observed in the magnetosphere and solar wind,

and they may also affect the efficiency of magnetic recon-

nection process. The ESWs observed in various regions

seem to have some common physical mechanisms involving

electron or ion beams or nonthermal distributions of elec-

trons or ions. Various models have been proposed to explain

the solitary pulses [for a review, see Ref. 18]. All models fall

basically into two categories, namely, BGK modes/phase

space holes and solitons/solitary waves.

A. BGK modes/phase space holes

The most popular interpretations for the electrostatic

solitary waves (ESWs) observed in the magnetosphere are in

terms of Bernstein-Green-Kruskal (BGK) modes or phase

space holes,59–62 where the trapped particle population plays

a crucial role. The electron holes and ion holes have been

proposed for the positive and negative potential solitary

structures, respectively.35,38,40,56,63–68 Matsumoto et al.23

and Omura et al.69 were able to successfully reproduce the

waveforms of ESWs observed by Geotail from simulations

of electron beam-plasma system employing one-dimensional

electrostatic particle codes. Their results clearly showed that

nonlinear evolution of electron beam instabilities leads to the

formation of isolated stable electrostatic potential structures,

equivalent to Bernstein-Green-Kruskal (BGK) modes59

propagating along the magnetic field. They hypothesized

that the ESWs were the BGK mode electron phase-space

holes or simply electron holes (EHs). An excellent review of

electron phase space holes is given by Hutchinson.70 Based

on kinetic simulations, Goldman et al.64 and Oppenheim

et al.65 have given an explanation for the bipolar structures

observed by FAST on the auroral field lines15,35 in terms of

nonlinear two-stream instabilities,71–74 a mechanism similar

to that of PSBL BEN proposed by Omura et al.63 and

Kojima et al.38 However, the phase space holes observed in

these simulations are not stable, and they are likely to either

merge or breakup during the evolution of the instability. The

electron magnetization plays an important role on the shape

and stability of the phase space holes.75 Singh et al.73 carried

out 3D particle simulation of electron holes (e-holes) and

found that e-holes are essentially planar and highly transitory

for R< 1, while for R� 2, they are long lasting and can have

a variety of structures from spherical to planar, which is con-

sistent with the observations of ESWs by Franz et al.58

In a series of papers, Jovanović and colleagues have dis-

cussed the theory of ion and electron holes in magnetized plas-

mas. For electron holes, they employ the drift kinetic description

for electrons and treat the ions as either weakly magnetized or

unmagnetized. The stationary solution of Vlasov-Poisson equa-

tion yields quasi 3-D electron holes which generally have the

form of a cylinder that is tilted relative to the magnetic field or

spheroids.76–81 These electron hole models may provide a theo-

retical explanation for the positive potential ESWs having bipo-

lar spikes in the parallel electric field. On the other hand, for the

ion holes, Jovanović et al. consider the drift kinetic description

for the ions and treat electrons either hydrodynamically or as

having Boltzmann distribution. The stationary solution of

Vlasov-Poisson equations yields quasi 2-D or 3-D ion holes in

the form of either cylinders or spheroids.82,83 Such ion holes

may explain the properties of negative potential ESWs having

bipolar spikes in the parallel electric field as observed on the

auroral field lines.

Jovanović et al.84 have constructed a self-consistent, sta-

tionary nonlinear solution of the one-dimensional Vlasov–

Poisson equations in an unmagnetized plasma, which

describes a coupled ion and electron hole pair. This model

may provide a theoretical explanation for the tripolar electric

field pulses observed by Cluster85 and WIND52 spacecrafts.

Jovanović and Krasnoselskikh86 have developed a nonlinear

kinetic theory for ion humps at the foot of the Earth’s bow shock.

In this model, ions are unmagnetized and have two populations,

namely, stationary (i.e., solar wind) ions and back-streaming

(i.e., bow shock reflected) ions, and electrons are taken as weakly

magnetized. These coherent structures may provide a theoretical

explanation for the bipolar electric pulses observed upstream of

the shock by Polar87 and Cluster spacecraft.88

B. Solitons/solitary waves

As stated earlier, the amplitudes of the electrostatic

potential of ESWs observed by spacecraft are usually found

to increase with their widths. This property of ESWs is oppo-

site to that of KdV (Korteweg-de Vries) type solitons where

the soliton amplitude increases as its width decreases. This

clearly shows that the ESWs observed by spacecraft are not

the usual KdV type of small-amplitude ion-acoustic or

electron-acoustic solitons. There has been a misconception

prevailing in the space plasma community that all weak
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solitons should behave like KdV solitons. Because of this

misconception, the generation mechanisms for ESWs based

on ion-acoustic or electron-acoustic solitons were considered

unfeasible.35,40,56 The properties of the arbitrary amplitude

ion- and electron-acoustic solitons predicted by the models

based on the Sagdeev pseudo-potential89 techniques are quite

different from the KdV type solitons. These models show

that depending upon the parametric range, the soliton ampli-

tudes can either increase or decrease with the increase in

their width.90 This has brought the soliton/double layer mod-

els based on Sagdeev pseudo-potential method to the fore-

front of viable models for the generations of ESWs. In

particular, the models based on arbitrary amplitude electron-

acoustic solitary waves91–100 are being considered as an

alternative to the phase-space electron holes mod-

els38,57,63,64,66–68,101,102 for the generation of ESWs.

1. Current status of soliton models

Ion-acoustic solitons and double layers have been sug-

gested to explain the properties of ESWs observed on the

auroral field lines by S3-320 and Viking21,22 by several

researchers.103–109 Electron-acoustic solitons have been pro-

posed to explain the negative potential ESWs observed by

Viking.13,14,91,92,110–113 However, none of these models could

explain the positive potential solitary structures observed by

Polar, FAST, and Cluster. Berthomier et al.114,115 showed

that in the presence of an electron beam, one can get electron-

acoustic solitons with positive polarity in a certain parametric

regime. For a detailed discussion of earlier models, one can

refer to Lakhina et al.18,116 Verheest et al.117 and Cattaert

et al.118 showed that, even in the absence of an electron

beam, both positive and negative potential electron-acoustic

solitons can exist in a two temperature electron plasma sys-

tem, provided the hot electron inertia is retained in the analy-

sis. Singh et al.119 showed that the inertia of the warm

electrons, and not the electron beam speed, is essential for the

generation of positive potential solitary structures.

In a series of papers, Lakhina and colleagues95–99 have

developed multi-fluid models, with no restriction on the

number of species or their drift speeds, to study arbitrary

amplitude ion- and electron-acoustic solitons and double

layers. These models consider the inertia of all species and

employ Sagdeev pseudo-potential technique and are valid

for parallel propagating nonlinear structures. For example,

the model for ion- and electron-acoustic solitons and double

layers in a four-component plasma system consisting of core

electrons, two counter-streaming electron beams, and one

type of ions97 has been applied to the ESWs observed by

Cluster spacecraft in the magnetosheath.10 When the actual

plasma parameters corresponding to ESWs were put into this

model, only one positive critical Mach number, M0, appar-

ently related to fast electron acoustic beam mode was found,

which yielded soliton and/or double layer solution. The esti-

mates of the electric field, pulse duration, and propagation

speeds of the solitary structures predicted by the model were

in good agreement with the observed bipolar pulses. Lakhina

et al.99 have shown that a similar model can explain the gen-

eration of broadband (�2–6 kHz) electrostatic noise

observed by Cluster spacecraft in the plasma sheet boundary

layer in association with cold counter-steaming electron

beams flowing through the hot Maxwellian plasma120 in terms

of electron-acoustic solitons and double layers. For the plasma

parameters at the time of broadband electrostatic noise

observed by Cluster on September 22, 2004,120 the model pre-

dicts solitons/double layer with electric field �(0.01–30) mV

m�1 with time durations �(0.1–4.5) ms. Such short electric

field pulses, when Fourier transformed to the frequency

domain, can appear as broadband electrostatic noise in the fre-

quency range of �220 Hz to 10 kHz. This model99 seems to

be a good candidate for explaining the generation of broad-

band electrostatic noise in the plasma sheet boundary layer.

The pioneer work on ion-acoustic solitons was started

about 50 years ago by Sagdeev89 and Washimi and Taniuti.121

Observations of solitary waves and double layers by S3-3,

Viking, Polar, FAST, and other spacecrafts gave a spurt to the

theoretical studies of ion-acoustic solitons and double

layers,90,95,96,98,99,103,107–109,122–137 and electron-acoustic soli-

tons and double layers13,91–96,100,111–115,118,119,137–146 in multi-

component unmagnetized, as well as in magnetized plasmas.

In these studies, various plasma species were treated either as

fluids or having Maxwellian particle distributions. However,

space plasmas are often found to have non-Maxwellian parti-

cle distribution functions that contain suprathermal particles

having high-energy tails.147–150 The suprathermal electron (or

ion) component may result from an acceleration mechanism

by wave-particle interaction in the presence of plasma turbu-

lence, e.g., lower hybrid, Alfv�en, or some other plasma

waves.151 The kappa distribution has been widely adopted to

model the observed suprathermal particle distributions.152–163

There are several studies dealing with the ion-acoustic or/

and electron-acoustic solitary waves with highly energetic

kappa-distributed electrons.164–174 In this review, we shall dis-

cuss the fluid models for the ion- and electron-acoustic solitons

and double layers in multi-component space plasmas where

the hot electrons are characterised by kappa distributions. We

shall then discuss two specific applications of these models

pertaining to the observations of (1) coherent low-frequency

electrostatic waves and weak double layers in the solar wind

and (2) ESWs and electrostatic waves in the lunar wake.

III. FLUID MODELS FOR ION-AND
ELECTRON-ACOUSTIC SOLITONS AND DOUBLE
LAYERS IN MULTI-COMPONENT PLASMAS

A most general theoretical model for the solar wind/lunar

wake plasma is considered.170,173,174 The four-component

plasma is assumed as a homogeneous, collisionless, and mag-

netized comprising of protons (Np0, Tp), heavier ions, i.e.,

alpha particles, Heþþ (Ni0, Ti, Ui), electron beam (Nb0, Tb,

Vb), and suprathermal electrons (Ne0, Te). Here, Nj0 and Tj rep-

resent the equilibrium densities and temperatures of the jth
species, where j¼ p, i, b, and e for protons, heavier ions, elec-

tron beam, and suprathermal electrons, respectively, and Ui

and Vb are the ion and electron beam speeds parallel to the

ambient magnetic field, B0.

The suprathermal electrons in the solar wind/lunar wake

follow the j-distribution given by Summers and Thorne152

080501-5 Lakhina et al. Phys. Plasmas 25, 080501 (2018)



feð�Þ ¼
Ne0ffiffiffi
p
p

h
CðjÞffiffiffi

j
p

C j� 1=2ð Þ 1þ �2

jh2

� ��j

: (1)

Here, C(j) is the gamma function, and j is the spectral

index and is a measure of the proportion of high-energy par-

ticles present in the distribution. The j-distribution given by

Eq. (1) is properly defined for j > 3/2. In space plasmas,

typically j is found to be in the range of 2 < j < 6.

Furthermore, when j ! 1, the j-distribution approaches a

standard Maxwellian distribution. The modified electron

thermal speed, h, is given by

h ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2� 3

j

� �
Te

me

s
:

Here, Te and me are the electron temperature and mass,

respectively. The electrostatic solitons are considered to be

propagating parallel to the ambient magnetic field. The number

density of the suprathermal electrons which are described by j

distribution can be obtained by replacing v2

h2 by v2

h2 � 2e/
mh2 in Eq.

(1) and integrating it over the velocity space and is given by166

ne ¼ ne0 1� /
j� 3=2

� ��jþ1=2

: (2)

On the other hand, the dynamics of protons, heavier

ions, and electron-beam in the solar wind/lunar wake plasma

is governed by the following multi-fluid equations in the nor-

malized form:

@nj

@t
þ @ðnjvjÞ

@x
¼ 0; (3)

@vj

@t
þ vj

@vj

@x
þ Zjlpj

@/
@x
þ 3lpjrj

nj

n2
j0

@nj

@x
¼ 0; (4)

@2/
@x2
¼ ðne þ nb � np � ZiniÞ: (5)

It may be noted that Eq. (4) combines both the momen-

tum equation and equation of state and the adiabatic index

cj ¼ 3, and Eqs. (2)–(5) are the normalized set of equations.

Here, the number densities are normalized by the total equi-

librium number density of electrons (protons), N0 ¼ Np0

þ ZiNi0 ¼ Ne0 þ Nb0, and the velocities are normalized

with the ion-acoustic speed, Ca ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Te=mp

p
; mp is the mass

of the proton, lengths are normalized with the effective hot

electron Debye length, kde ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Te=4pN0e2

p
; e is the elec-

tronic charge, time is normalized with the inverse of the

effective proton plasma frequency, fpp ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4pN0e2=mp

p
, and

the electrostatic potential / is normalized with Te/e.

Further, lpj ¼ mp/mj, where mj is the mass of the jth species.

Similarly, rj ¼ Tj/Te and nj0 ¼ Nj0/N0 are the normalized

temperature and equilibrium number density of jth species

and vj is the normalized fluid velocity. Also, Zj ¼ þ1 for

protons, Zj ¼ þ2 for heavier ions (alpha particles), and Zj

¼ –1 for beam electrons.

In order to study the properties of large amplitude

electrostatic solitons, the set of Eqs. (2)–(5) is transformed

into a stationary frame moving with phase velocity, V of

the electrostatic solitary wave, i.e., n ¼ x – Mt, where

M¼V/Ca is the Mach number. Furthermore, the perturbed

number densities of protons, heavier ions, electron-beam,

and suprathermal electrons are obtained by solving Eqs.

(2)–(5). These number densities are substituted in the

Poisson equation (5), and we obtain an energy integral

after assuming appropriate boundary conditions for the

localized disturbances along with the conditions that elec-

trostatic potential / ¼ 0, and d//dn ¼ 0 at n ! 61. The

energy integral is given by

1

2

d/
dn

� �2

þ Sð/;MÞ ¼ 0: (6)

Equation (6) describes the motion of a pseudo-particle of

unit mass in a pseudopotential S(/, M), where, / and n play

the role of displacement from the equilibrium and time,

respectively. The Sagdeev pseudopotential, S(/, M), is given

by173,174

Sð/;MÞ ¼ np0

6
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3rp

p �
M þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3rp

p� �3

� M þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3rP

p� �2

� 2/

� 	3=2

� M �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3rp

p� �3

þ M �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3rp

p� �2

� 2/

� 	3=2


þ ni0

6
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3ri

p
(

M � U0ffiffiffiffiffiffilpi
p þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3ri

p !3

� M � U0ffiffiffiffiffiffilpi
p þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3ri

p !2

� 2Zi/

2
4

3
5

3=2

� M � U0ffiffiffiffiffiffilpi
p �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3ri

p !3

þ M � U0ffiffiffiffiffiffilpi
p �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3ri

p !2

� 2Zi/

2
4

3
5

3=2)
þ nb0

6
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3rb

p
(

M � Vb0ffiffiffiffiffiffiffilpe
p þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3rb

p !3

� M � Vb0ffiffiffiffiffiffiffilpe
p þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3rb

p !2

þ 2/

2
4

3
5

3=2

þ M � Vb0ffiffiffiffiffiffiffilpe
p �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3rb

p !2

þ 2/

2
4

3
5

3=2

� M � Vb0ffiffiffiffiffiffiffilpe
p �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3rb

p !3
)
þ ne0 1� 1� /

j� 3=2

� ��jþ3=2
" #

: (7)
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Note that Eq. (7) is written in the symbolic form where the

operation of a square root on a squared expression returns the

same expression, e.g.,

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðM6rjÞ2

q
¼ M6rj. Here, U0 ¼ Ui/Ca

and Vb0 ¼ Vb/Ca. Note that in the absence of beam electrons,

the results of Lakhina and Singh170 can be recovered. On the

other hand, in the absence of beam electrons and ion streaming,

the results of Rubia et al.171 can be obtained.

For the existence of soliton solutions, the Sagdeev pseu-

dopotential S(/, M) must satisfy the following conditions: (i)

Sð/;MÞ ¼ 0; dSð/;MÞ=d/ ¼ 0, and d2Sð/;MÞ=d/2 < 0 at

/ ¼ 0, (ii) S(/, M) ¼ 0 at / ¼ /max (/max is the maximum

attainable amplitude of the soliton), and (iii) S(/, M) < 0 for

0 < j/j < j/maxj. Further, for a double layer solution, in

addition to the soliton conditions (i)–(iii), the condition (iv)

dS(/, M)/d/ ¼ 0 at / ¼ /max has to be satisfied.

The Sagdeev pseudopotential, S(/, M), given in Eq. (7)

and its first derivative with respect to / vanish at / ¼ 0. The

soliton condition d2Sð/;MÞ=d/2 < 0 at / ¼ 0 is satisfied,

provided M > M0, where M0 is the critical Mach number

which satisfies the following equation:

np0

M2 � 3rp
þ ni0Z2

i

ðM � U0Þ2

lpi

� 3ri

þ nb0

ðM � Vb0Þ2

lpe

� 3rb

¼ ne0

2j� 1

2j� 3

� �
: (8)

The critical Mach number, M0, is obtained by numerically

solving Eq. (8). It is evident from Eq. (8) that it will have six

roots but all roots may not be physical. Therefore, we consider

only real positive roots for M0 and Eq. (8) yields three positive

roots for relevant solar wind/lunar wake plasma parameters.

The smallest, intermediate, and largest roots are corresponding

to the slow ion-acoustic, fast ion-acoustic, and electron-

acoustic modes, respectively. The fast ion-acoustic mode is

similar to the ion-acoustic mode of proton-electron plasma,

whereas slow ion-acoustic mode is a new mode that occurs

due to the presence of heavier ions. It is also known as ion-ion

hybrid mode that requires two ion species having different

thermal velocities or a relative streaming between the ions.170

It is important to point out that the third derivative of

the Sagdeev pseudopotential, S(/, M), evaluated at / ¼ 0,

essentially provides the polarity of the solitons. Therefore,

the positive (negative) values of Eq. (9) evaluated at M ¼ M0

correspond to electrostatic solitons having positive (nega-

tive) electrostatic potential, /.100,127,171 Further, whenever

the solitons are found to have finite amplitude at M ¼ M0,

the coexistence of both polarity solitons is feasible175

d3Sð/;MÞ
d/3

 !
/¼0

¼3np0ðM2þrpÞ
ðM2�3rpÞ3

þ
3ni0Z3

i

ðM�U0Þ2

lpi

þri

 !

ðM�U0Þ2

lpi

�3ri

 !3

�
3nb0

ðM�Vb0Þ2

lpe

þrb

" #

ðM�VboÞ2

lpe

�3rb

" #3
�ne0

ð4j2�1Þ
ð2j�3Þ2

:

(9)

A. Three component model for ion-acoustic solitons
and double layers in the solar wind

As a special case, we neglect the electron beam in the

above analysis. Then, the remaining three components, namely,

FIG. 5. Sagdeev pseudopotential S(/, M) versus the potential / for the slow ion-acoustic solitons and double layer. The normalized parameters are in (a)

Ni¼ 0.01, Tp ¼ 1.0, Ti/Tp ¼ 4.0, U0 ¼ 0.3, j ¼ 10, M¼ 1.963, 1.964, 1.9644, 1.96446 (DL), and 1.96449 for the curves 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively; in (b) Ni

¼ 0.05, Tp ¼ 2.0, Ti/Tp ¼ 2.0, U0 ¼ 0.8, j ¼ 5, M¼ 2.525, 2.529, 2.531, 2.5317635 (DL), and 2.532 for the curves 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively; in (c)

Ni¼ 0.05, Tp ¼ 0.2, Ti/Tp ¼ 4.0, U0 ¼ 0.2, j ¼ 2, M¼ 0.9214, 0.9215, 0.92155, 0.921569 (DL), and 0.921576 for the curves 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively; in

(d) Ni ¼ 0.05, Tp ¼ 0.5, Ti/Tp ¼ 2.0, U0 ¼ 0.5, j ¼ 2, M¼ 1.322, 1.3225, 1.32265, 1.322724 (DL), and 1.32275 for the curves 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively.

Reprinted with permission from Lakhina and Singh, Sol. Phys. 290, 3033–3049 (2015). Copyright 2015 Springer Nature.170
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the protons, streaming a particles, and suprathermal elec-

trons having a j distribution, can model the solar wind

plasma quite well.170 On putting nb0 ¼ 0 in Eq. (8), the

soliton condition for critical Mach number M ¼ M0

becomes

np0

M2
0 � 3rp

þ ni0Z2
i

ðM0�U0Þ2
lpi

� 3ri

¼ ne0

2j� 1

2j� 3

� �
: (10)

In the absence of heavier ions (ni0 ¼ 0), Eq. (10) has a

single positive root, namely,

M2
0 ¼

j� 3=2

j� 1=2
þ 3rp

� 	
; (11)

which describes the ion-acoustic mode in a plasma with j
distributed electrons and hot protons. However, when

heavier ions are present, Eq. (10) predicts another mode

having lower values of M0 as discussed by Lakhina and

Singh.170 We will refer to the root of Eq. (10) with higher

values as the fast ion-acoustic mode and to the root with

lower M0 values as the slow ion-acoustic mode.96,170,176

From Eq. (10), we note that when U0¼ 0 and Ti/Tp¼mi/mp,

we get only the fast ion-acoustic mode similar to that given

by Eq. (11) but modified in the presence of the heavier ions.

However, for U0 6¼ 0, the slow ion-acoustic mode can

always exist in the solar wind. An interesting property of

the new slow ion-acoustic mode is that it can support posi-

tive/negative potential solitons/double layers depending on

the plasma parameters.170,176

1. Numerical results

We use the normalized parameter dataset which is based

on various solar wind observations. For the fast solar wind,

we take the proton to electron temperature ratio, Tp/Te � 1, a
to electron density ratio, Ni/Ne ¼ 0.0 – 0.05; a to proton tem-

perature ratio, Ti/Tp � 1; ratio of relative drift between a par-

ticles and protons and ion-acoustic speed, U0 ¼ 0.0 – 2.0.

Whereas for the slow solar wind, we consider Tp/Te < 1, Ni/

Ne ¼ 0.0 – 0.05, Ti/Tp � 1 and U0 ¼ 0.0 – 0.3 [considering a

relative drift between as and protons of �0–10 km s�1 and

ion-acoustic speed of �35 km s�1].52,177,178 Furthermore,

we shall consider the j index for electrons to vary from 2 to

10 to cover the range of values observed in the solar

wind.162,179 We use these datasets in Eq. (10) and find the

critical Mach numbers, M0, by solving this equation

numerically.

Figure 5 shows the variation of the Sagdeev potential

S(/, M) versus the normalized electrostatic potential /
for various values of the Mach number in the case of the

slow ion-acoustic mode. Four cases of double layer

occurrence under different solar wind conditions are

shown. Panels (a) and (b) correspond to typical condi-

tions occurring during the fast solar wind, whereas panels

(c) and (d) correspond to the slow and intermediate solar

wind conditions, respectively. A look at the different

curves in panels (a)–(d) shows that the slow ion-acoustic

soliton amplitude increases with M (cf. curves 1, 2, and

3) till a double layer (curve 4) is formed. Solitons do not

exist for Mach numbers greater than the double-layer

Mach number (cf. curve 5). Therefore, the double layers

provide the upper limit on the Mach number, Mmax.

Panels (a), (c), and (d) show the examples of positively

charged (i.e., / > 0) solitons and double layers, whereas

panel (b) shows negatively charged (with / < 0) solitons

and a double layer.

Figure 6 shows the variation of the Sagdeev potential

S(/, M) versus the normalized electrostatic potential / for

various values of the Mach number in the case of the fast

ion-acoustic mode, under the same parameters as in Fig. 5. It

is evident that fast ion-acoustic solitons occur for higher val-

ues of M as compared to those shown in Fig. 5. Here, also

the soliton amplitude increases with M till the upper limit of

curve 4 is reached (cf. curves 1, 2, 3, and 4) and beyond that

the soliton solution does not exist. Since the double layers do

not occur, the upper limit Mmax on the Mach numbers is pro-

vided by the restriction that the heavier ion number density

be real.127 Hence, the solitons/double layers for both slow

and fast ion-acoustic modes occur in a Mach number region

M0 < M � Mmax.

FIG. 6. Sagdeev pseudopotential S(/,

M) versus the potential / for the fast

ion-acoustic solitons for same plasma

parameters as in Fig. 5 except that

Mach numbers are different in each

panel. The parameters are for panel (a):

M¼ 2.043, 2.044, 2.045, 2.04533, and

2.0454 for the curves 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5,

respectively; panel (b): M¼ 2.62,

2.625, 2.63, 2.63205, and 2.635 for the

curves 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively;

panel (c): M¼ 1.014, 1.016, 1.018,

1.01962, and 1.0199 for the curves 1, 2,

3, 4, and 5, respectively; panel (d):

M¼ 1.398, 1.40, 1.401, 1.40223, and

1.403 for the curves 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5,

respectively. Reprinted with permission

from Lakhina and Singh, Sol. Phys.

290, 3033–3049 (2015). Copyright

2015 Springer Nature.170
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Figure 7 shows profiles of the potential / for slow ion-

acoustic solitons and double layer for the solar wind plasma

parameters of Fig. 5. The curves 1, 2, 3, and 4 in each panel

correspond to the Mach number in the corresponding panel

in Fig. 5. It is seen that solitons [cf. curves 1, 2, and 3 in pan-

els (a)–(d)] have symmetric profiles and double layers [cf.

curve 4 in panels (a)–(d)] have asymmetric profiles. Defining

the soliton/DL width, W, as the full width at half maximum,

we get the soliton/DL widths as W¼ 32.0, 28.0, 30.0, and

20.0 for panel (a); W¼ 7.5, 8.0, 10.0, and 13.0 for panel (b);

W¼ 32.5, 32.5, 34, and 27.5 for panel (c), and W¼ 19.0,

18.0, 19.0, and 12.0 for panel (d). All these correspond to

curves 1, 2, 3, and 4 in each panel, respectively.

Figure 8 shows the electric field, E, profiles for the slow

ion-acoustic solitons and double layers corresponding to Fig.

7. The curves 1, 2, and 3 are for the solitons, and the curve 4

are for the double layers. The electric fields for the solitons

have bipolar structures, whereas those for the DLs have

monopolar structures. Furthermore, the largest and the

smallest electric fields for solitons and double layers occur in

panels (b) and (c), respectively.

B. Four component model for ion- and
electron-acoustic soliton in the lunar wake

In this second special case, we neglect the streaming of

the ions. Thus, the four component model comprising of pro-

tons, a particles, and suprathermal electrons having a j dis-

tribution and electron beam is relevant to lunar wake as

discussed in Ref. 173. Therefore, with U0 ¼ 0 in Eq. (8), the

critical Mach number M ¼ M0 for solitons can be obtained

from the following equation:

np0

M2 � 3rp
þ ni0Z2

i

M2

lpi

� 3ri

þ nb0

ðM � Vb0Þ2

lpe

� 3rb

¼ ne0

2j� 1

2j� 3

� �
:

(12)

FIG. 7. Potential / profiles for the

slow ion-acoustic solitons and double

layers for the plasma parameters of

Fig. 5. The curves 1, 2, 3, and 4 in

each panel corresponds to the Mach

numbers in the corresponding panel in

Fig. 5. The profiles shown in panels

(a), (c), and (d) are for the positive

potential solitons (curves 1, 2, and 3)

and a double layer (curve 4). The pro-

files shown in panel (b) are for the neg-

ative potential solitons (curves 1, 2,

and 3) and a DL (curve 4). Reprinted

with permission from Lakhina and

Singh, Sol. Phys. 290, 3033–3049

(2015). Copyright 2015 Springer

Nature.170

FIG. 8. Electric field E profiles for the

slow ion-acoustic solitons and double

layers for the plasma parameters of

Fig. 5. The curves 1, 2, 3, and 4 in

each panel correspond to the Mach

numbers in the corresponding panel in

Fig. 5. The electric field profiles of the

solitons have bipolar structures [cf.

curves 1, 2, and 3 in panels (a)–(d)]

and those of the double layers have a

monopolar structures [cf. curve 4 in

panels (a)–(d)]. Reprinted with permis-

sion from Lakhina and Singh, Sol.

Phys. 290, 3033–3049 (2015). Copyright

2015 Springer Nature.170
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Equation (12) will have six roots for the relevant lunar

wake plasma parameters. As has been described under Eq. (8)

in Sec. III, the smallest and intermediate roots correspond to the

slow and fast ion-acoustic modes, respectively, and the largest

root corresponds to the electron-acoustic mode.96,170,173,174,176

1. Numerical results

For the lunar wake plasma parameters, Eq. (7) with U0

¼ 0 is solved numerically for the Sagdeev pseudopotential,

S(/, M). The exact parameters of the two runs, i.e., run 1 and

run 2 as given by Tao et al.,180 are considered. They are first

converted to the normalized values and then used as input

for the model. For the numerical computations, the following

normalized parameters are considered: run 1—j ¼ 6, nb0

¼ 0.01, rb ¼ 0.0025, and Vb0 ¼ 17.14 and run 2—j ¼ 6, nb0

¼ 0.015, rb ¼ 0.01, and Vb0 ¼ 17.14. It must be emphasized

here that the solar wind plasma parameters are used for

number density, temperature of heavier ions, and the temper-

ature of protons as these were not provided in Ref. 180.

Hence, slow solar wind parameters52,170 used in the calcula-

tions are ni0 ¼ 0.05, rp ¼ 0.2, and ri ¼ 0.4. This is justified

that it is the solar wind plasma that refills the lunar wake

through ambipolar diffusion. Further, all the three modes,

i.e., slow and fast ion-acoustic mode as well as electron-

acoustic mode are observed for run 1 and run 2 parameters.

For run 1 parameters, ni0 ¼ 0.05, nb0 ¼ 0.01, rp ¼ 0.2,

ri ¼ 0.4, rb ¼ 0.0025, and j ¼ 6, panel (a) in Fig. 9 shows

the Sagdeev potential S(/, M) versus the normalized electro-

static potential / for various values of the Mach number for

the slow ion-acoustic solitons. The slow ion acoustic solitons

supports only positive polarity solitons which is consistent

with the sign of the third derivative of the Sagdeev potential

evaluated at M ¼ M0, as given by Eq. (9). The upper limit

Mmax on the Mach number for which soliton solutions exist

is provided by the restriction that the heavier ion density, ni,

FIG. 9. Slow ion-acoustic mode. Run 1:

normalized parameters are ni0 ¼ 0.05,

np0 ¼ 0.9, nb0 ¼ 0.01, ne0 ¼ 0.99, rp

¼ 0.2, ri ¼ 0.4, rb ¼ 0.0025, Vb0

¼ 17.14, and j ¼ 6. Panel (a) shows the

Sagdeev pseudopotential, S(/, M) vs the

normalized potential /. Panels (b) and

(c) show normalized potential, / and

normalized electric field, E vs n, respec-

tively. The fast Fourier transform (FFT)

power spectra of the electric field corre-

sponding to M¼ 0.5610 is shown in

panels (d) and (e) for WB1 and WB2/

WB3, respectively. The x-axis represents

the log10 f, where f is the frequency in

Hz. The y-axis represents the power of

the electric field expressed in units of dB

mV=m=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz
p� �

. Reprinted with permis-

sion from Rubia et al., J. Geophys. Res.

Space Phys. 122, 9134–9147 (2017).

Copyright 2017 John Wiley and Sons.173
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should be real and is consistent with the results of Rubia

et al.171 Panels (b) and (c) show the normalized potential /
and electric field amplitude, E, respectively. It is observed

that the soliton amplitude increases with the increase in the

Mach number, whereas the width decreases. Panels (d) and

(e) in Fig. 9 show the fast Fourier transform (FFT) power

spectra of the electric field corresponding to the Mach num-

ber M¼ 0.5610 for WB1 and WB2/WB3, the three wave

bursts, as shown in Fig. 13. The major contribution to power

spectra for WB1 comes in the frequency range of

�(6.5–266.67) Hz, with the peak power at 32.51 Hz.

Similarly, for WB2/WB3, the maximum contribution to the

power spectra comes from �(12.76 to 650.13) Hz frequen-

cies. The peak in the power spectra occurs at 63.68 Hz. It

must be pointed out here that in both the cases of WB1 and

WB2/WB3, the upper limit on the frequency, f, is taken at

the cutoff power of –80 dB.

In Fig. 10, the results for run 1 parameters are pre-

sented for both the bursts WB1 and WB2/WB3 for fast

ion-acoustic solitons. We show variation of Sagdeev

potential versus electrostatic potential in panel (a) for vari-

ous values of the Mach number. It is noted that the upper

limit on the Mach number Mmax for which soliton solutions

are found is provided by the restriction that the lighter ion

density np should be real and confirms the findings of

Rubia et al.171 The normalized potential and the electric

field are shown in panels (b) and (c), respectively. The FFT

power spectra of the electric field for WB1 and WB2/WB3

are shown in panels (d) and (e), respectively, for the

Mach number, M¼ 1.275. For WB1 and WB2/WB3, the

frequencies in the range of �(14.79–620.87) Hz and

�(28.97–1940.88) Hz, respectively, contribute maximum

to the electric structures. The cutoff power is considered as

–30 dB in this case. The peak in the power spectra occurs

at a frequency of 29.58 Hz for WB1 and at 57.94 Hz for

WB2/WB3 parameters, respectively. Further, both slow

and fast ion-acoustic solitons have positive polarity for

these parameters.

FIG. 10. Fast ion-acoustic mode. Run

1: Panel (a) shows the Sagdeev pseu-

dopotential S(/, M) vs the normalized

potential /. Panels (b) and (c) show

normalized potential / and normalized

electric field, E vs n, respectively.

Panels (d) and (e) show the FFT power

spectra of the electric field correspond-

ing to M¼ 1.275 for WB1 and WB2/

WB3, respectively. Reprinted with per-

mission from Rubia et al., J. Geophys.

Res. Space Phys. 122, 9134–9147

(2017). Copyright 2017 John Wiley

and Sons.173
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The highest positive root of Eq. (12) corresponds to the

electron-acoustic solitons for run 1 parameters presented

earlier, and it supports negative potential solitons as seen in

Fig. 11. This is in sync with the sign of third derivative of

the Sagdeev potential [given by (9)] evaluated at M ¼ M0.

In this case, the upper limit on the Mach number, Mmax, is

imposed by the electron beam density, nb, being real. The

behaviours of the Sagdeev potential [panel (a)], electro-

static potential [panel (b)], and electric field [panel (c)] in

Fig. 11 are similar to those observed for slow and fast ion-

acoustic solitons. The fast Fourier transform power spectra

of the electric field corresponding to the Mach number

M¼ 22.95 for WB1 and WB2/WB3 are plotted in panels

(d) and (e), respectively. The maximum contribution to the

electric field structure for WB1 comes from the frequencies

�(266.07–10641) Hz, whereas for WB2/WB3, it comes

from the frequencies in the range of �(521.19–35481.33)

Hz. The peak power in the power spectra occurs at a fre-

quency of 797.99 Hz for WB1 and 1563.15 Hz for WB2/

WB3. Here, the cutoff power is taken as –60 dB and the

power spectrum becomes noisy beyond 50 kHz.

IV. APPLICATIONS OF SOLITARY WAVE MODELS TO
ESWs IN THE SOLAR WIND AND LUNAR WAKE

Here, we shall discuss the applications of the three- and

four-component fluid models developed in Sec. III to the

observations of coherent low-frequency waves and weak

double layers in the solar wind and the electrostatic turbu-

lence in the lunar wake, respectively.

A. Coherent low-frequency electrostatic waves
and weak double layers in the solar wind

1. Observations

The time domain sampler (TDS) on board the Wind

spacecraft collects the high-time resolution electric field data

in the solar wind at 1 AU.52,53,181,182 The analysis of TDS

data has shown the presence of three kinds of electrostatic

waves, namely, coherent wave packets of Langmuir waves

with frequencies f � fpe (electron plasma frequency), coher-

ent wave packets in the ion-acoustic frequency range with fpi

(ion plasma frequency) < f � fpe, and isolated non-sinusoidal

FIG. 11. Electron-acoustic mode. Run

1: Panel (a) shows the plot of Sagdeev

pseudopotential S(/, M) vs the normal-

ized potential /. Panels (b) and (c)

show normalized potential / and nor-

malized electric field E vs n, respec-

tively. Panels (d) and (e) show the FFT

power spectra of the electric field cor-

responding to M¼ 22.95 for WB1 and

WB2/WB3, respectively. Reprinted

with permission from Rubia et al., J.

Geophys. Res. Space Phys. 122,

9134–9147 (2017). Copyright 2017

John Wiley and Sons.173
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solitary structures lasting for less than 1 ms.52,181,182 The typ-

ical waveforms of these three electrostatic waves are illus-

trated in Fig. 12 which displays six typical TDS events

observed by wind at 1 AU on different days.52 In Fig. 12,

panel (a) shows the typical Langmuir wave packets, panels

(b) and (c) illustrate the typical low-frequency quasi-sinusoi-

dal wave packets of coherent ion acoustic waves, and panels

(d)–(f) display the non-sinusoidal wave packets and isolated

electrostatic solitary structures (generally having a tripolar

pulse shape). Mangeney et al.52 analysed the coherent ion-

acoustic wave packets and isolated electrostatic structures.

They found that the electric fields of the coherent ion-

acoustic waves are nearly aligned parallel to the magnetic

field, and their amplitudes are �(0.0054–0.54) mV m�1.

They also found that isolated electrostatic solitary structures

carry a net potential drop of �1 mV (directed towards

the Earth); these were interpreted in terms of weak double

layers (WDLs). About 30% of the coherent low-frequency

electrostatic waves in the TDS data are found to be

WDLs, with a typical spatial size of �25 kD (Debye

length).52,181,182

Malaspina et al.53 have analysed the Wind/TDS data

and reported a strong spatial association between bipolar

electrostatic solitary waves (ESWs) and magnetic current

sheets (CSs) in the solar wind at 1 AU. The ESW peak-to-

peak amplitudes were found to range from 0.1 mV m�1 to

8 mV m�1 with an average of 0.5 mV m�1. They interpret

the faster moving ESWs as the electron holes.

FIG. 12. Six typical wave forms

observed by the TDS on board Wind

spacecraft in the solar wind at 1 AU.

The electric potential DVx in volts is

along the y-axis and time is shown

along the x-axis. Panel (a) shows the

Langmuir waves; panels (b) and (c)

show low-frequency quasi-sinusoidal

wave packets of coherent ion acoustic

waves; and panels (d), (e), and (f) dis-

play non-sinusoidal wave packets and

isolated electrostatic solitary struc-

tures. Reprinted with permission from

Mangeney et al., Ann. Geophys. 17,

307–320 (1999). Copyright 1999

European Geosciences Union.52
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2. Predictions of three component solar wind
theoretical model

From Figs. 5 and 7, it is seen that the maximum ampli-

tudes of slow ion-acoustic solitons (double layers) vary over

a wide range of /max ¼ 5� 10�6 to 0.0015 (0.001 to 0.005)

for positive potential structures, and /max ¼ –10�6 to

–0.0035 (–2.0� 10�4 to –0.0055) for the negative potential

structures with Mach numbers in the range of M¼ 0.9 to

2.54. The widths of slow ion-acoustic solitons/DLs vary over

a range of W � (7–34). Figure 6 shows that the maximum

amplitudes of fast ion-acoustic solitons vary over a range of

/max ¼ 2� 10�6 to 0.012 with Mach numbers in the range

M¼ 1.01 to 2.65. Considering a typical ion-acoustic speed

Ca ¼ 31 km s�1 in the solar wind at 1 AU, the slow and fast

ion-acoustic solitons/DLs will have speeds varying from 28

to 78 km s�1 and 31 to 82 km s�1, respectively. Therefore,

these solitary structures will be convected with the solar

wind flow.

3. Comparison of theoretical predictions
with the observations

We shall now discuss the relevance of above theoretical

results to the observation of non-sinusoidal isolated spikes and

coherent electrostatic waves consisting of quasi-sinusoidal

structures in the solar wind at 1 AU. As stated earlier, isolated

non-sinusoidal spiky structures have been interpreted as weak

double layers (WDLs). The typical values of the potential

drops across the WDLs52,181,182 in the solar wind at 1 AU are

found to be e//Te �10�4–10�3. Whereas the negative DLs

found here have /max¼ –2.0� 10�4 to –0.0055 and cover the

potential drop range observed in the solar wind. However, the

positive potential DLs have /max ¼ 0.001 to 0.005, which is

above the typical values of the observed potential drops.

However, this is just a minor problem as changing some

parameters, e.g., taking higher values of Tp and higher Ti/Tp

ratios, and varying the values of the j index and a-proton rela-

tive streaming velocity, U0, one obtains positive DLs with

lower magnitudes. Actually, the major problem seems to be

the disagreement between the shapes of the observed weak

double layer and the DLs found in the model. The observed

WDL’s profile shows initially a gradual decrease, then a sharp

dip to negative values followed by a recovery to positive val-

ues, which slowly decrease to zero.52 The DLs found here

start from positive (negative) values and decrease smoothly to

values approaching zero. There is no dip in the potential. It

appears as if the observed WDL profiles are made up from the

fusion of a positive DL and a negative potential soliton!

Further, the widths of the four DLs analysed in Fig. 5 are

W¼ 20.0, 13.0, 27.5, and 12 (in units of electron Debye length

kDe). Thus, the predicted widths of slow ion-acoustic DLs

show an excellent agreement with the observed WDLs widths

spanning a range of 5 to 60 kDe with a peak around 25 kDe.
52

Furthermore, the slow ion-acoustic mode DLs predicted

by our model are moving with speeds of �(28–78) km s�1,

which are much smaller than the flow speeds of the slow

solar wind streams (�350 km s�1). There are no measure-

ments of the flow speed of WDLs observed in the solar wind

at 1 AU. The observed WDLs are found to be propagating

parallel to the local magnetic field, but their relative speed

compared to solar wind is taken as negligible.52,181 The dou-

ble layers studied here may be relevant in heating the solar

wind protons177 and in maintaining the interplanetary elec-

tric field parallel to the spiral interplanetary magnetic field as

suggested by Mangeney et al.,52 Lacombe et al.,181 and

Salem et al.182

The coherent low-frequency electrostatic wave activity

observed in the solar wind at 1 AU by the Wind spacecraft

can be directly explained by the presence of both slow and

fast ion-acoustic solitons, which are coherent structures. The

fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the ion-acoustic solitons can

generate a broadband spectrum with a main peak near the

inverse of the duration time, s, of soliton pulse felt by the

measuring instruments on the spacecraft. The duration time s
can be easily calculated (in unnormalized units, i.e., in sec-

onds) as170

s ¼ W

fpp
Vsw

Ca
�M

� � ; (13)

where fpp is the proton plasma frequency in Hz. As an illus-

tration, let us calculate the soliton pulse duration for the slow

ion-acoustic solitons/DLs shown in Fig. 5. Considering a

solar wind speed Vsw ¼ 700 km s�1, electron temperature of

Te ¼ 10 eV, and electron density of Ne ¼ 7.75 cm�3

corresponding to the observed electron plasma frequency

fpe ¼ 25 kHz,52 we get Ca ¼ 31 km s�1, fpp ¼ 585 Hz, kDe

¼ 840 cm, and Vsw/Ca ¼ 22.6. Then, the soliton pulse dura-

tions for the slow ion-acoustic solitons/DLs shown in Fig. 5

will be for panel (a): s ¼ 2.7 ms, 2.3 ms, 2.5 ms, and 1.6 ms;

panel (b): s¼ 0.6 ms, 0.7 ms, 0.9 ms, and 1.1 ms; panel (c): s
¼ 2.6 ms, 2.6 ms, 2.7 ms, and 2.2 ms; and panel d: s
¼ 1.5 ms, 1.4 ms, 1.5 ms, and 1.0 ms, respectively, to curves

1, 2, 3, and 4, in each panel of Fig. 5. Consequently, the

broadband low-frequency electrostatic waves produced by

the coherent slow ion-acoustic solitons/DLs would have first

peaks between 0.35 kHz and 1.6 kHz. The electric fields of

these waves as calculated from Fig. 8 would lie in the range

of E¼ 0.01–0.7 mV m�1 which are in excellent agreement

with the observed electric fields �(0.0054–0.54) mV m�1

associated with the low-frequency waves observed in the

solar wind at 1 AU.52 Incidentally, these estimates of the

electric field amplitude match with the average E amplitudes

of the ESWs as observed by Malaspina et al.53

B. ESWs and electrostatic waves in the lunar wake

1. Observations

When the solar wind interacts with the Moon, the solar

wind plasma is absorbed by the lunar surface carving out a

depleted wake region in the “nightside” of the Moon,

referred as the lunar wake. The density gradient between the

solar wind and the lunar wake drives the solar wind plasmas

to refill the lunar wake along the magnetic field lines.

Electrons being lighter rush into the wake region ahead

of the ions resulting in a negatively charged wake region.

The potential gradient in the wake results in an ambipolar
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electric field that accelerates the ions into the wake.180,183,184

Electrostatic wave turbulence and ESWs have been observed

in the lunar wake. From the analysis of the waveform capture

data collected by the KAGUYA spacecraft in the lunar wake

on April 2, 2008, Hashimoto et al.54 reported the presence of

ESWs in the electric field component parallel to the mag-

netic field. These ESWs have peak to peak amplitudes of �a

few mV m�1.

Earlier, a simple 1D electrostatic particle-in-cell (PIC)

simulation model has predicted the excitation of kinetic

instabilities in the lunar wake.185 Also, electron phase space

holes travelling away from the wake along the interplanetary

magnetic field lines have been seen in 1-D and 2-D PIC sim-

ulations of the wake.186,187

Figure 13 displays an overview of the observations of

the first lunar wake flyby by the Acceleration, Reconnection,

Turbulence, and Electrodynamics of the Moon’s Interaction

with the Sun (ARTEMIS) mission on February 13, 2010.180

The ARTEMIS mission is a new two-probe lunar mission

derived from THEMIS (Time History of Events and

Macroscale Interactions during Substorms) mission. The two

vertical black dashed lines in Fig. 13 correspond to the inter-

val in which the ARTEMIS P1 crossed the lunar shadow.

Panel (a) indicates the exponential decrease in the density

towards the center of the wake. Panel (b) shows the ion

velocity in Selenocentric Solar Ecliptic (SSE) coordinates.

The flow velocity is found to be relatively stable during the

flyby. The variation in electron temperature Te is found to be

nearly isotropic outside the wake [panel (c)], while both the

field-aligned temperature and perpendicular temperature

increase inside the wake, with the former increasing more.

Panels (d) and (e) show the observed magnetic field (in SSE

coordinates) and the differential energy flux of the parallel

electrons, respectively. Panel (f) depicts the electric field

power spectrum. The frequency of the electrostatic waves

was found to be �(0.1–0.4) fpe. However, in the middle of

the flyby, the power occasionally reduces to 0.01 fpe, where

fpe is the electron plasma frequency. These waves were inter-

preted as electrostatic waves as no corresponding magnetic

field signals were observed. The black vertical lines across

panels (e) and (f) specify the times of the three high time res-

olution wave bursts. The three wave bursts are labelled as

FIG. 13. An overview of the observa-

tions of the first lunar wake flyby of

the ARTEMIS mission. The two verti-

cal dashed lines correspond to the

duration in which the flyby crossed the

lunar shadow. (a) Ion density. (b) Ion

velocity in Selenocentric Solar Ecliptic

(SSE) coordinates. (c) Electron tem-

perature. Here, the red line corresponds

to the field-aligned temperature ðTekÞ
and the green and blue lines corre-

spond to the perpendicular tempera-

tures (Te?). The green line fully

overlaps the blue line as there is no

special preference in perpendicular

temperatures. (d) Magnetic field in

SSE coordinates. (e) Differential

energy flux of parallel electrons. (f)

Electric field power spectrum from the

onboard digital field board (DFB).

Here, frequency is normalized by the

local electron plasma frequency (fpe).

The three vertical bars in panels (e)

and (f) indicate the times of three wave

bursts. These wave bursts are desig-

nated as WB1, WB2, and WB3 accord-

ing to their temporal order of

occurrence Reprinted with permission

from Tao et al., J. Geophys. Res. 117,

A03106 (2012). Copyright 2012 John

Wiley and Sons.180
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WB1, WB2, and WB3 in a temporal order of their occur-

rence as shown in Fig. 13.

Figure 14 shows the waveforms in the frequency range

from �10 Hz to �6 kHz and spectrograms of parallel electric

fields (Ek) from wave bursts WB1 [panels (a) and (b)], WB2

[panels (c) and (d)], and WB3 [panels (e) and (f)] as given in

Fig. 3 of Ref. 180. It is seen that the electric field, E, of these

electrostatic waves is parallel to the ambient magnetic field,

B0 (E k B0), and further these waves propagated along B0

(k k B0), where k is the propagation vector. The electric

field amplitude of these electrostatic waves seems to be in

the range of �(5–15) mV m�1.

From the cross-correlation analysis, Tao et al.180 esti-

mated the phase velocities of the waves to be of the order of

1000 km s�1. On the basis of cross-spectrum analysis, they

estimated the wavelengths to vary from a few hundred

meters to a couple of thousand meters. The local values of

Debye length, kD, was found to be roughly 108, 53, and 46

m for WB1, WB2, and WB3, respectively. Tao et al.180 car-

ried out 1-D Vlasov simulation of a four-component plasma,

comprising of protons, ions, both an electron beam and back-

ground electrons following kappa-distribution, to explain the

physical properties of the observed electrostatic waves. On

the basis of the simulation, they concluded that the observed

waves in the frequency range �(0.1–0.4) fpe were most

likely the electron beam mode. However, they were unable

to explain the observed low frequency waves with frequen-

cies �0.01 fpe. Further, though they did not observe well

defined ESWs, the probability of the occurrence of the

ESWs in the lunar wake was not completely ruled out.

2. Predictions of four component lunar wake
theoretical model

The physical properties of the ESWs in terms of unnor-

malized quantities, such as their polarity, soliton velocities,

V (km s�1), electric field, E (mV m�1), soliton width, W (m),

and peak frequency, fpeak (Hz) corresponding to the maxi-

mum power in the frequency spectrum, for both run 1 and

run 2, are listed in Tables I and II. For numerical estimation

of the physical properties of the electrostatic solitary waves

(given in Tables I and II), we have used the observed param-

eters for the burst WB1: temperature of electron, Te ¼ 28 eV,

and the total number density of electrons, N0 ¼ 0.13 cm�3,

and for the burst WB2/WB3: Te¼ 22.64 eV and N0 ¼ 0.5 cm�3,

as given in Ref. 180. This gives for the burst WB1 (WB2/

WB3), the ion-acoustic speed, Ca¼ 52 km s�1 (46 km s�1), the

hot electron Debye length, kde¼ 109 m (50 m), and the proton

plasma frequency, fpp¼ 474.69 Hz (930.95 Hz), respectively.

TABLE I. Properties of electrostatic solitary waves for run 1 parameters corresponding to wave bursts WB1 and WB2/WB3. For WB1: temperature of j - elec-

tron, Te ¼ 28 eV, total equilibrium electron number density, N0 ¼ 0.13 cm�3, electron plasma frequency, fpe ¼ 3237.78 Hz, ion-acoustic speed, Ca ¼ 52 km s�1,

the effective hot electron Debye length, kde ¼ 109 m and for WB2/WB3, Te ¼ 22.64 eV, N0 ¼ 0.5 cm�3, fpe ¼ 6349.82 Hz, Ca ¼ 46 km s�1, and kde ¼ 50 m.

Here and in Table II, V is soliton velocity, E is electric field, W is soliton width, and frequency fpeak corresponds to peak power in the spectrum. Reprinted with

permission from Rubia et al., J. Geophys. Res. Space Phys. 122, 9134–9147 (2017). Copyright 2017 John Wiley and Sons.173

Mode Polarity

WB1 WB2/WB3

V E W fpeak V E W fpeak

(km s�1) (mV m�1) (m) (Hz) (km s�1) (mV m�1) (m) (Hz)

Slow ion-acoustic þve 28.91- 0.0003- 1330.76- 6.47- 26- 0.0005- 610.16- 12.7-

29.08 0.026 261.79 34.2 26.15 0.046 120.03 66.99

Fast ion-acoustic þve 61.86- 0.0082- 7439.19- 3.46- 55.64- 0.0145- 3410.92- 5.09-

113.89 9.52 479.95 41.11 60.11 16.79 220.06 80.92

Electron-acoustic –ve 1169.48 0.0043- 1243.5- 261.81- 1051.79- 0.0076- 570.15- 512.86-

1195.37 0.104 436.316 803.530 1075.07 0.1832 200.05 1573.98

FIG. 14. Parallel electric field waveforms and spectrograms of wave bursts,

WB1 [(a) and (b)], WB2 [(c) and (d)], and WB3 [(e) and (f)]. Reprinted with

permission from Tao et al., J. Geophys. Res. 117, A03106 (2012). Copyright

2012 John Wiley and Sons.180
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In Tables I and II, the soliton width, W, is defined as the full

width at half maximum, and the lower value of the peak fre-

quency, fpeak, corresponds to the peak power in the spectrum

of lower velocity soliton.

Combining the results of run 1 and run 2 as shown in

Tables I and II, it is clear that for electron-acoustic solitons,

the soliton velocities vary from �1050 to 1370 km s�1, the

soliton widths vary from �200 to 1243 m, maximum electric

fields vary �(0.004–0.18) mV m�1, and the peak frequencies

fall in the range of �(261–1803) Hz corresponding to

�(0.08–0.56) fpe. Here, the higher value of the soliton width

corresponds to the lower soliton velocity. For slow ion-

acoustic solitons, the soliton velocities are in the range of

�(26–29) km s�1, the soliton widths are �(110–1330) m,

maximum electric fields are �(0.0003–0.047) mV m�1, and

the peak frequencies are in the range of �(6–67) Hz which

corresponds to f � (0.002–0.01) fpe. It is interesting to note

that for the case of run 2 parameters, both positive as well as

negative polarity fast ion-acoustic solitons coexist. For posi-

tive potential fast ion-acoustic solitons, the soliton velocities,

widths, maximum electric fields, and peak frequencies are in

the range of 55–114 km s�1, 220–7439 m, and 0.008–17 mV

m�1, and peak frequencies are in the range of �(3–80) Hz

corresponding to f � (0.0008–0.01) fpe, respectively. On the

other hand, for negative potential fast ion-acoustic solitons,

the maximum electric field amplitude and peak frequencies

are less than the positive potential ion-acoustic waves; how-

ever, the widths are a bit larger. Usually, positive polarity

solitons are supported by fast ion-acoustic modes,96,170,171

however, for the first time, the coexistence of both positive

and negative polarity fast ion-acoustic solitons is observed in

the presence of j– electrons.

3. Comparison of theoretical predictions with the
observations

We shall now discuss how the theoretical predictions of

the four component lunar wake model compare with the

electrostatic wave observations during ARTEMIS first flyby

of the lunar wake on February 13, 2010.180 For the plasma

parameters in the lunar wake corresponding to the wave

bursts WB1 and WB2/WB3, our model predicts the simulta-

neous existence of slow and fast ion-acoustic and electron-

acoustic solitons. The FFT of these solitons will produce

power spectra which have peaks between �(3 and 1800) Hz

(see Tables I and II, and discussion above). Then, the maxi-

mum wave power would correspond to frequencies �(0.001

–0.56) fpe. This is in excellent agreement with the observed

low-frequency electrostatic waves with the frequency �0.01

fpe at WB1 and the high-frequency waves with frequencies

of �(0.1–0.4) fpe at WB1 and WB2/WB3 in the lunar

wake.180 Furthermore, considering properties of the slow

and fast ion-acoustic and electron-acoustic solitons together,

we note that the soliton widths, electric field amplitudes, and

velocities are in the range of �(100–8000) m, �(0.0003–17)

mV m�1, and �(30–1300) km s�1, respectively. These val-

ues appear to be in good agreement with the wavelengths (a

few hundred meters to a couple of thousand meters), electric

field amplitudes (5–15 mV m�1), and phase velocities

(�1000 km s�1) of the electrostatic waves observed in the

lunar wake.180

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We first give an overview of the main characteristics of

the broadband electrostatic noise (BEN)1–6,9,10,12,13,16 and

the electrostatic solitary waves (ESWs)20–22 observed in var-

ious regions of the Earth’s magnetosphere. It is interesting to

note that both BEN and ESWs were observed in the same

regions, but no connection between them was made for more

than a decade by the space community. The reason being

that while BEN emissions were studied employing frequency

spectrum, the ESWs were being studied in time domain.

From the analysis of the high time resolution waveform

observations by the plasma wave instrument on board the

Geotail spacecraft,23 Matsumoto and his colleagues were the

first to establish a connection between the two. They showed

that BEN consists of a series of bipolar pulses and that the

broadness of the BEN frequency spectra arises from FFT of

these solitary waveforms or ESWs. It is interesting to point

out that ESWs have also been observed in Europa’s wake

during Galileo flyby of Jupiter188 and at Saturn bow-shock

crossings during June 27–29, 2004, by Cassini.189

Next, the highlights of the two most popular models of

ESWs, namely, BGK Modes/Phase Space Holes and

Solitons/Solitary Waves, are discussed emphasizing the pros

TABLE II. Properties of electrostatic solitary waves for run 2 parameters corresponding to wave bursts WB1 and WB2/WB3. The parameters corresponding

to WB1 and WB2/WB3 are same as listed in Table I. Reprinted with permission from Rubia et al., J. Geophys. Res. Space Phys. 122, 9134–9147 (2017).

Copyright 2017 John Wiley and Sons.173

Mode Polarity

WB1 WB2/WB3

V E W fpeak V E W fpeak

(km s�1) (mV m�1) (m) (fpe) (km s�1) (mV m�1) (m) (fpe)

Slow ion-acoustic þve 28.92- 0.0004- 1221.68- 6.47- 26.01- 0.0008- 560.15- 12.7-

29.09 0.027 239.97 34.2 26.16 0.047 110.03 66.99

Fast ion-acoustic þve 63.00- 0.038- 6501.11- 2.64- 56.66- 0.066- 2980.8- 6.92-

67.34 9.7 479.95 41.5 60.56 17.106 220.06 77.62

Fast ion-acoustic –ve 63.00- 0.019- 8028.21- 2.64- 56.66- 0.033- 3680.99- 3.46-

63.78 0.58 1112.605 17.86 57.36 1.028 510.14 34.99

Electron-acoustic –ve 1348.09- 0.004- 1199.87- 591.56- 1212.42 0.007- 550.15- 591.56-

1368.79 0.07 436.32 1803.02 1231.05 0.12 200.05 1803.02
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and cons of these models in explaining the ESWs observa-

tions in space. It is followed by the development of fluid

models for ion-and electron-acoustic solitons and double

layers in multi-component plasmas containing suprathermal

electrons having j-distribution function. Two special cases,

namely, a three component fluid model for the solar wind

and a four component model for the lunar wake plasma, are

discussed. In the former model, only slow and fast ion-

acoustic solitons/double layer exist, whereas in the latter

model, slow and fast ion-acoustic and electron-acoustic soli-

tons occur. Next, observations of coherent low-frequency

electrostatic waves and weak double layers in the solar wind

at 1 AU and the electrostatic turbulence in the lunar wake are

summarized. Then, the predictions of these models are com-

pared with the observations. The theoretical predictions of

the fluid models can explain the main characteristics of the

electrostatic waves observed in the solar wind and lunar

wakes in terms of slow and fast ion-acoustic and electron

acoustic solitons. At the same time, these models could pro-

vide a plausible explanation for the ESWs observed in the

solar wind and the lunar wake.53,54 Furthermore, the fluid

models discussed here are quite general and can be applied

to many space and astrophysical situations where two types

of ions (or even ion and positron combination), electron

beams, and suprathermal electrons described by j-distribu-

tion function are present.

We must emphasize that the solitary wave models dis-

cussed here are based on the Sagdeev pseudopotential

method. This technique deals with the time stationary solu-

tions of the fluid equations when the system has reached the

equilibrium state, just like the BGK modes which are the

time stationary solutions of the Vlasov-Poisson equations.

This means that if there were any instabilities in the system

(due to any free energy source), they have been already satu-

rated and stabilized. Therefore, the Sagdeev potential tech-

nique does not tell us about the free energy sources. But, it

gives soliton solutions, which are the nonlinear eigenmodes

of the system, under certain conditions. Furthermore, the

effects of trapped particle populations are neglected in fluid

models. The fluid models are justified for scale lengths

greater than the Debye length. Therefore, these models can-

not accurately describe the properties of ESWs having

widths of the order of Debye length or less.

To the best of our knowledge, the phase space electron

(ion) holes have not been observed in any space observation

of ESWs, though they have been predicted theoretically as

well as seen in simulations.55,59–64,69,70,101 The reason for

not observing the phase space holes may simply be due to

the limitation on the resolution of the instruments measuring

particle velocity distribution function. As the phase space

holes manifest a strongly nonlinear process involving elec-

tron trapping, this could lead to electron density depletions

in the real space. In a multi-electron component plasma, the

electron species trapped in the phase space hole will show

depletion in density whereas the un-trapped electron species

may develop a hump in density in the real space. In a multi-

component plasma, the ion and electron-acoustic soltions

can also produce ion or electron density humps/depletions in

the real space. Therefore, it is difficult to distinguish between

the phase space hole models or soliton models being respon-

sible for the observed ESWs in space plasmas.

We would like to emphasize that the prediction of the

nonlinear fluid soliton models based on Sagdeev pseudopo-

tential technique has been confirmed by the one-dimensional

fluid simulation of the ion-acoustic solitons propagating par-

allel to the magnetic field in electron-ion plasmas with or

without the superthermal electron component.190–192 Kakad

et al. have performed both fluid and particle-in-cell (PIC)

one-dimensional simulations of the ion-acoustic solitary

waves in a plasma. They find that the results from the fluid

and PIC simulations are in close agreement when the initial

density perturbation to initiate the simulations is small.

However, when the initial density perturbation is large, there

is a discrepancy between the two models; the fluid simula-

tions tend to overestimate the magnitude, width, and speed

of the ion-acoustic solitons as compared to PIC simula-

tions.193,194 This discrepancy could be due to absence of

trapping in fluid simulations. Recent 1-D PIC simulations of

the head-on collisions of multiple counter-streaming coher-

ent phase space structures, associated with ion-acoustic soli-

tary waves in plasmas, show that they emerge out from each

other retaining their characteristics, thus following a soliton

type behaviour. Interestingly, while the electrons trapped

inside the solitary wave potential are accelerated, the ions

are decelerated during the collisions of phase space

structures.195

The other point we would like to stress upon is that the

arbitrary amplitude (fully nonlinear) soliton models dis-

cussed here are one dimensional (1D) and valid for the

waves propagating parallel to the ambient magnetic field.

For the case of obliquely propagating waves, mostly the

weakly nonlinear soliton models exist. But here also the

coordinate transformation done to solve the evolution equa-

tion renders them effectively dependent on one coordinate,

i.e., 1D.113,168 A little work has been done on the truly two

dimensional solitons or dromions which are the solution of

the so-called Davey-Stewartson-I equation (DS-I),196 which

is a two-dimensional generalization of the nonlinear

Schr€odinger equation (NLSE). The DS-I equations admit

dromion solutions which are generalizations of soliton solu-

tions to two dimensions and exhibit exponential spatial

decay in both directions. A parametric characterization of

the regions of existence of electron-acoustic dromion solu-

tions in the polar cap boundary layer region has been done

by Ghosh et al.197,198 It would be worthwhile to study dro-

mions in other space plasma situations, e.g., auroral field

lines, plasma sheet boundary layer, magnetosheath, bow-

shock, etc.

Another area worth pursuing would be to investigate the

stability of ion- and electron-acoustic solitons to 2D and 3D

perturbations. One-dimensional ion-acoustic solitons in a

low-b plasma, described by a K-dV equation, are found to be

unstable with respect to perturbations perpendicular to their

motion.199 On the other hand, two-dimensional ion-acoustic

solitons described by the Kadomtsev-Petviashvili (KP) equa-

tion200 are shown to be stable against 2D perturbation, but

unstable for 3D perturbation.201 However, in a low-b plasma,

stable three-dimensional ion-acoustic soliton can exist under
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certain conditions.202 Stability analysis, based on a nonlinear

Schr€odinger equation, reveals that large amplitude electron-

acoustic waves may become modulationally unstable

depending on the angle between the modulation and propa-

gation directions. Different types of localized electron-

acoustic excitations in the form of bright and dark/grey

envelope solitons can exist.203–205 There are a number of

articles dealing with the stability of solitons in space plas-

mas, fluids, dusty plasmas, electron-positron-ion (e-p-i) plas-

mas, and even quantum plasmas.206–218 These references

will be helpful to the readers interested in problems of multi-

dimensional solitons and their stability against transverse

perturbations.

VI. FINAL COMMENTS

M€alkki et al.219 compared the Viking observations of

solitary waves and double layers with the ion-acoustic soli-

ton theories103,220,221 and numerical simulations.105,222 They

concluded that numerical simulations, where ion phase space

holes are formed due to current driven instability, are more

consistent with the Viking observations rather than the pre-

dictions from the ion-acoustic soliton theories. According to

them, the main drawback of the soliton theories was that the

predicted speeds of the solitary structures were larger than

the speeds of the solitary structures observed by the Viking,

even when the oxygen ion beam was present.223 Crumley

et al.224 performed PIC simulations of solitary waves using a

2 spatial and 3 velocity dimension electrostatic codes with

one electron and two ions (hydrogen and oxygen) species.

High resolution data from Polar37,225 and FAST226,227 were

used as input parameter for these simulations. They find that

initially the ion two-stream instabilities excite ion acoustic

waves, which grow in amplitudes and first trap Hþ and later

on Oþ to form ion phase space holes, which eventually non-

linearly transform into ion-acoustic solitary waves. The

speeds of ion-acoustic solitons are greater than the Oþ beam

speed but less than the Hþ beam speed. The ion-acoustic sol-

itons have scale sizes of �10 Debye lengths both parallel

and perpendicular to the magnetic field, and amplitude
e/
Te
� 0:1. The speeds, scale lengths, and amplitudes of the

ion-acoustic solitons were found to be consistent with the

ESWs observed by Polar.37,225

Lu et al.228 performed 1D electrostatic particle simula-

tions of ESWs in a plasma composed of three electron com-

ponents, namely, cold, hot, and beam electrons and

immobile ions providing a neutralizing background.

Initially, electron-acoustic waves are excited, grow in ampli-

tude, and trap a part of hot and beam electrons forming

phase-space electron holes. These waves coalesce with each

other and nonlinearly evolve into solitary structures. The

structures are stable electron acoustic solitons with positive

potentials, bipolar electric fields, scale sizes of �200 cold

electron Debye lengths, propagation speeds related to bulk

velocity of beam electrons, and are associated with cold elec-

tron density cavities. The properties of the simulated

electron-acoustic solitons seem to be in good agreement with

that of the ESWs observed in the auroral region by Polar and

FAST satellites.15,26,29,31,34 Shukla et al.229 have investigated

the nonlinear evolution of electron-acoustic waves in a mag-

netized plasma consisting of cold electrons, beam electrons,

and hot electrons having vortex-like distribution (i.e., elec-

tron phase space holes) and immobile ions. The evolution of

3D electron-acoustic solitary waves is described by the mod-

ified KdV equation. The numerical solution of the modified

KdV equation show ESWs having positive potential with

corresponding dip (hump) in cold (hot) electron number den-

sity. Recently, Vasko51 and Dillard et al.230 have provided

the direct identification of the ESWs observed by Van Allen

probe in terms of electron-acoustic solitons and double

layers (DL).

In view of the above, it seems that ion- and electron-

acoustic solitary wave models have an edge over the phase-

space hole models. From the PIC simulations of ion- and

electron-acoustic solitary waves137,190,193–195,224,228 and the-

oretical analysis by Shukla et al.,229 it is clear that the forma-

tion of ion and electron phase-space holes is an intermediate

process to get rid of free energy in the system, and in the

final nonlinear evolution stage, the ion and electron solitary

waves are produced. In a multi-component plasma, as dis-

cussed here, one can have slow ion acoustic solitons with

either positive and negative potential, fast ion-acoustic soli-

tons with positive potential, and electron-acoustic solitons

with positive potential. However, electron-acoustic solitons

can also have a negative potential, as shown in earlier mod-

els.13,14,91,92,95,96,109–113,144–146 Further, the amplitudes of

ion- and electron-acoustic solitons described by the Sagdeev

pseudo-potential theory can either increase or decrease with

increase in their widths depending upon the plasma parame-

ters. Therefore, the prevailing objections against the soliton

models cannot be sustained. As stated above, it would be

worthwhile to study 2D and 3D ion- and electron-acoustic

solitons in magnetized plasmas to bring the predictions of

the soliton models closer to the ESWs observations in space.
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